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Abstract: Thiss paper is parrt of a procedu
dure which anaalyses
ships collisionns, addressing to all types off ships and dam
mage
scenarios. Thhe analysis off a ship-ship collision
c
is ussually
separated intoo two classes. These are exxternal and intternal
mechanics. Large
L
plastic deformation
d
off the shell pllating
subjected to various loadiings is develooped. Folding and
fr
are studdied and analyysis of dentingg and
crushing of frames
crushing of inttersections is peerformed.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
The nowaadays vessels have
h
an integrrated passive safety
s
based on dam
mage stability reegulations, whicch is build on either
e
modern probaabilistic approaach or on traditional methodss. All
relevant comppartment damages, in the usual determinnistic
procedure, must
m
be analyssed. For shipss with a stanndard
distribution off compartmentss, this may be reasonable,
r
butt may
lead to eitherr too unsafe or
o too conservvative ship deesigns
(Brown, 2002)). A solution foor all this couldd be the probabiilistic
approach, whhere all possibble damages are
a consideredd and
weighed with regard to survivvability.
me Organizationn (IMO) is currrently
The Internnational Maritim
seeking to haarmonise the damage
d
stabilityy regulation foor all
types of vesssels using thhe probabilisticc damage stabbility
concept. In paarallel with the activity withinn IMO, an Euroopean
research progrram entitled HA
ARDER, “Harm
monization of Rules
R
and Design Raationale”, was initiated.
i
The project,
p
which begun
b
in 2000, is invvestigating systematically the validity, robusttness,
consistency and
a
impact off all aspects of the harmonnized
probabilistic damage
d
stabilityy regulations (L
Lutzen, 2001).

3. LATERAL
L
LO
OADING OF
F PLATES
The
T model for the internal m
mechanics is bassed on a set off
so-called super elem
ments. Each eleement represen
nts an assemblyy
mponents and contains solu
utions for thee
of structural com
strucctural behaviouur of this assembbly under deep collapse. From
m
all super elements, we will discuss about deflectiion and rupturee
caussed by lateral looading of platess.
Plates
P
are struuctural elemennts at the sh
hip’s side, thee
long
gitudinal bulkhheads or thee longitudinall floors. Thee
horizzontal boundaryy of a plate cann be weather deeck, mid-decks,,
inneer bottom, and bottom or strringer decks. Iff stiffeners aree
attacched to the platte they will form
m a boundary until
u
they are inn
conttact with the sttriking ship. Affter contact sm
maller stiffenerss
will be smeared out, and thee plate will be consideredd
ortho
otropic. Largger stiffeners w
will be consideered as beamss
(Abrramowicz, 19944). Consider a rrectangular platte deformed byy
a po
oint load, wheree the distancess from the poin
nt of loading too
the four
f
edges of thhe plate are noted R1, R2, R3, R4, as in Figuree
1. The
T plate is subbjected to an inncreasing deflection ω0 at thee
poin
nt of loading. Large deflecttions are conssidered, whichh
impllies that the bending
b
resistaance can be neglected.
n
Thee
purp
pose of the anallysis is to find out the force, P,
P necessary too
defo
orm the plate (L
Lutzen, 2001).
The
T plate is diivided into 4 trriangular parts,, which extendd
from
m the point off impact to thhe corners of the plate. Thee
defo
ormation mode considered, w
which contents the boundaryy
cond
dition, is as folllows:
x
xy
w = w0
(1)
R1R2
The
T Langraniann strain sensor εαβ is defined by

2. COLLISIION MECHA
ANICS
i collision iss complicated. The
The proceess involved in
analysis of a ship-ship collision is usuallyy separated intoo two
classes. Thesee are external annd internal mechhanics.
External mechanics
m
is conncerned with thhe rigid body motion
m
of the two shhips involved inn the collision.. The two shipps are
referred to ass the struck and
a
striking shhips. Thus, extternal
mechanics deeals with the kinetic
k
energy of the struckk and
striking ships,, including an allowance
a
for the
t added massses of
water (Pederseen, 1993).
Internal mechanics
m
is cooncerned with the response of
o the
struck and the striking vesssels to collision. This specifi
fically
means the rellationship betw
ween force and deformation of
o the
two vessels (P
Pedersen, 1993).
The methoods used to assess collision are
a often simplified
due to its com
mplexity. Wheen the durationn of impact is short
compared to the natural perriods of vibrations of the system,
mic. However, if the
then the collission event is essentially dynam
duration of im
mpact is long compared to the natural
n
periods,, as is
normally the case, the impact can be treeated as quasi-static
(Minorsky, 19959).

ε αβ
α =

(

)

1
1
uα , β + u β ,α + w,α w, β
2
2

(2)

where u is the com
mponent of the iin-plane displaccement, and w
deno
otes the out-off-plane displacement. The no
on-linear strainn
and strain rate can be
b expressed ass

Fig.1 Deformation pattern for a rectangular plate
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The rate of the external loading must be equal to the rate of
energy dissipation in the plate. Using the von Mises yield
criterion, this requirement is expressed by
.
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σ 0 t ∫A ε xx + ε yy + ε xx ε yy + ε xy dA

(4)

where P is the external load and A is the area of the plate.
Substituting the increments of equations (3) and (4) gives
the following expression:

R2

R4

Fig.2 Deformation pattern for two plates. The first plate of
contact and the plate below
If the striking ship has a bulbous bow, first a conventional
ship without bulb is considered and all the plates in contact
with the bow are found. If both the bow and the bulb touch the
same plate, only the largest deflection is considered.
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The same procedure is used for the rest of the plate, and the
forces are summed to give the total force acting on the plate.

P=

⎡ 1
1 ⎤
w0 A⎢
+
⎥
3 3
⎣ R1 R3 R2 R4 ⎦

2σ 0 t

(6)

If the plate is orthotropic the force-deflection function can
be expressed as
P=

⎡ 3N 0 y + N 0 x 3N 0 x + N 0 y ⎤
w0 A⎢
+
⎥
R1 R3
R2 R4
6 3
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
1

(7)

where N0x and N0y are the membrane yield forces in the x and y
direction, respectively.
After rupture, a special plate element is used, which takes
into account that the plate may be intact with membrane tension
or be fractured in the longitudinal, in the transverse or in both
directions (Zhang, 1999).
If the boundary of the plate is touched by the striking bow,
the part of the plate belonging to this boundary will be omitted.
The rest of the plate will still be included until rupture. A new
plate, found below or to the side, is now to be included. In
Figure 2 the deformation pattern for a plate below the first plate
of contact is shown. The resistance of this plate can now be
calculated as
Pnew = 0 ⋅ P1 + P2 +

1
1
⋅ P3 + ⋅ P4
2
2

(8)
where P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the resistance of each of the four
plate parts. The new distance for R1, R2, R3 and R4 are defined
in Figure 2.

The presentation is part of a procedure which analyses ships
collisions, addressing to all types of ships and damage
scenarios.
The present theoretical model is based on the principle of
splitting the collision problem into an external and an internal
analysis. The method based on the super-element method,
where the ship’s structure is separated into its structural
elements like plates, beams, or plate intersections like X and T
elements is a simplified but rational model for determining the
internal mechanics.
An example of super element can be described as: the bow
strikes between two transverse frames, first the side plating will
deflect and later will fracture. After a certain penetration, the
bow hits some deep stiffeners, which will deflect as beams.
Later on the bow will come into contact with transverse
bulkheads or frames. These intersections are modelled as T or
X elements.
The use of super-element solution calls for adaptive or
successive discretisation. By summing up the crushing force of
each super-element, it’s possible to determine the total contact
load between the two involved vessels and the total amount of
absorbed energy.
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